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Built on strong foundations
Find the right people for your roles, using a recruitment process built just for you. Define, 
source, assess, hire and welcome the best candidates into your organisation through our 
dedicated One Platform Recruiting solution. Founded on our core applicant tracking system, 
Lumesse Recruiting offers organisations a ‘Recruiting Eco-system’ for managing candidates 
through the acquisition journey. 

Candidate Career Sites – Develop memorable candidate experiences 
that are beautifully designed to represent your brand. Develop intuitive 
application (through responsive, multi-device and social platform apply), 
engaged talent pools and targeted content on a portal embedded into 
your website or hosted by us. 

Job Distribution – Extend the reach and enhance the accuracy of your  
job posts with job distribution; allowing you to access thousands of 
global job boards across 43 languages from within your core recruitment 
solution. Use powerful analytics-based recommendations to make sure 
you post in the right place, at the right time.

Social Promotion & Apply – Build responsive applications that are tailored 
to each roles requirements. Promote your open positions across the 
breadth of the social plain, identifying passive and active candidates 
against your defined profiles and use a configurable multi-touch targeting 
process to easily add them to into your candidate shortlists.

Power Search – Identify top talent quickly through powerful  
cross-platform and multilingual search & match capabilities. Apply 
semantic search, web mining and job market analytics to any number 
of sources; quickly and easily navigating between, internal, external and 
social CV databases.

Referrals – Support and manage all internal and external referrals using 
configurable referral programs. Extend job roles deep into employee 
networks and manage associated bonus allocations. Lumesse also 

Source & Engage
Attract your next generation of hires through multiples channels with engaging, 
consistent and ‘just-in-time’ content.

Open your eyes to One Platform Recruiting
Boost your recruiting potential by connecting our core applicant tracking technology to an  
eco-system of innovative solutions in order to create a strategy, built by design, not fortune.

Define & Start
A platform built for you. Engage internal teams, measure recruiting performance 
and build a framework that helps you find the right hires.

Start the Journey - Lumesse Recruiting will help you to fulfil any new 
staffing requirement. Create your role profile based on the knowledge, 
skills and abilities required or simply access a library of pre-defined role 
templates to initiate your request and start your search.

Multi-Touch Approval - Quickly and easily circulate a staffing request 
through an automated chain of approval. Customise each approval 
process based on location, number of requisitions or seniority of hire.

Drive Adoption - Offer HR & Hiring Managers flexible management of all 
positions using a mobile-enabled, workflow based process. Allow users 
to view, authorise and feedback on all requisitions, using task-driven 
notifications across multiple devices.

supports LinkedIn Referrals meaning you can 
unlock the power of the world’s largest business 
network from within your Lumesse Recruiting 
solution, faster than ever before.

Search Friendly Promotion – Build recruiting 
assets that position your organisation where 
candidates are looking. Mobile-enabled career 
sites and apply processes help your content 
rank higher, meaning you’re more likely to snare 
the candidates looking for employers like you. 
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Offer & Hire
Co-ordinate the transition from candidate to new employee with greater visibility, 
efficiency and control.

Assessment & Testing – Measure the competencies of potential talent  
to ensure candidates ‘match’ the requirements of the role. Test against  
a range of metrics including interests, abilities, personality, cultural fit  
and experience.

Scheduling Automation – Manage interviews quickly and effectively using 
workflow based technology to automate interview schedules, deliver 
feedback and build next-step communications. Save hours of recruiter time 
and maintain clear and consistent communication with your candidates. 

Video Interviewing – Transcend geographical barriers and increase 
the speed of hire, without losing that personal touch. Integrate video 
interviewing into the initial stages of your high-volume campaigns and 
ensure your recruiters focus their energy only on the best candidates.

Candidate Comparison & Management – Make better evidence-based  
hires using comparison reporting that evaluates a candidate’s 
performance against tests, interviews and feedback, all in one place.

Screen & Assess
You’ve found some great candidates. Now it’s time to put them to the test. 
Lumesse Recruiting features a range of tools to help you contrast and compare 
your shortlists.

Pre-boarding – Don’t wait until day 1 to engage your new hire. Introduce 
a programme of integration that offers a personalised welcome, initial 
training and the opportunity to socialise new hires, in advance of their 
first day.   

Task Management – Minimise HR effort by initialising an Onboarding wizard 
that will guide HR and Hiring managers through the tasks, training and 
documentation required to successfully induct new hires. Use workflow 
automation to assign tasks to relevant owners and manage completion. 

Engage – Define personalised experiences for those entering the 
company based on a range of criteria such as role, seniority or location. 
Offer personalised, training and socialisation to aid acclimatisation and 
turn them into productive employees, faster. 

Co-ordinated Decision Making – Following assessment, collate feedback, 
review candidates and make hiring decisions. Enable stakeholders with 
the necessary information to aid decision making and pass successful 
candidates to line-managers or HR, for fast and simple approval, using 
automated workflows.

Offer Management – Once you’ve found the best candidate, build and 
send the offer all within the core solution, using branded templates for 
emails and letters. Easily manage open/closed offers, rejections and 
negotiations, within a dedicated workspace. 

Background & Reference checking – Verify your new hires credentials 
using leading background checking providers. Integrate this step into 
your process and feed all results back into your core solution.

Welcome
Welcome to the team! Lumesse Onboarding helps acclimatise new hires into the 
organisation whilst managing must-do tasks and protecting against late changes 
of heart.
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Lumesse provides Talent Solutions to more than 2,300 organisations in over 70 countries enabling them to engage and nurture the best 
talent in an ever-changing and demanding global environment. With our unique and highly adaptable Talent Solutions our customers are 
well prepared to capitalise on the fast evolution of new technologies and disruptive business conditions, while meeting all business needs 
locally and globally. 

For further information visit: www.lumesse.com
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Technology
Our solutions are true SaaS technology, giving you the speed, flexibility, scalability and control to 
respond to fluid business conditions. Benefit from automated version release and fortified security 
protocols; removing the worry of costly migrations and upgrades.

Analytics Platform – Draw detailed insights from the recruitment 
lifecycle. Track and measure key performance metrics that help monitor 
performance, pilot new strategies and make smarter decisions, faster.

Dashboard Reporting – Offer a clear picture of performance to key 
stakeholders with interactive dashboards tailored to the individual, 
department or business unit. Understand the root cause of trends, with 
the ability to easily drill down into the underlying data sets.

Consultancy – Don’t do it alone. Lumesse Insights support organisations  
to find the right measurements for them. Our team of consultants 
support the data discovery phase and offer expert guidance on what  
to track, how to capture it and how to embed a programme of review. 

End-to-End – Deliver an optimal recruiting experience for users whatever device they are using. Promote consistency  
of delivery for candidates, hiring managers and HR, whether on desktop, tablet or smartphone. 

A Truly Global Outlook
Lumesse like no other offers best-in-class recruitment technology that can be delivered on a truly 
global scale. Build central recruitment processes that are locally optimised and can be deployed 
in over 70 countries and across 28 global languages. Store your data close to home with data 
centres placed across 4 continents or visit our teams in offices in 18 countries worldwide. No-one 
understands the challenge of optimising global recruitment better than Lumesse.

Our  
solutions are…

True SaaS 
technology

Mobile Recruiting - anywhere, anytime
Optimise your recruiting game for the Mobile world. Promote experiences  
that match modern working and increase the speed and efficiency of your 
internal teams.

It’s not all about metrics, it’s about Insights
Measurements are one thing, creating actionable insights another. Unlock the 
power of your information with Lumesse Insights.
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